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The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals and engineering of high concentrator
photovoltaic (HCPV) technology and to elucidate how this complex and emerging technology is applied in power plants. It
is the first of its kind to focus exclusively on HCPV technology and offers a valuable reference volume to readers. This
book is the result of an international collaboration among experts and each chapter is written by a specialist in the field.
The conversion of solar energy to electricity plays an important role in power generation and HCPV is signalled by many
researchers and professionals as one of the most promising sources of solar power. Therefore this book provides an
important resource for companies, research institutes and universities to assist with the understanding of fundamentals,
different applications and potential of such technology.
While being an experiment within itself to teach normative design theory, this comprehensive book treats engineering
design as a decision-making process, which it is, from a quantitative point of view. This opens a host of well-developed
methods to application, including a mathematically rigorous treatment of risk and uncertainty in design. The book is
designed to assist the reader by defining the boundaries of a discipline, providing order for the learning process, and
assisting the reader in self testing. Provides a number of new methods and aids to engineering design: Cartoons for
identifying system options; Scenario Diagrams for system simulation; an approach to the measurement of information
relating to specific decisions; an overall and general approach to engineering design; a rigorous treatment of risk and
uncertainty in engineering design, including measures of system value that are valid under risk and uncertainty; and an
explanation of the principles of game theory as applied to engineering design.
The book treats the C -hydrocarbons and their secondary products as a contribution 4 to chemical engineering
economics, applying this field of teaching and research to the technical processes for making and processing this group
of products, so important to the chemical industry. As early as tpe 1950s the then director of the Institute for Technical
Chemistry of the Berlin Technical University, Professor Herbert Kolbel, took the' initiative in the domain of Chemical
Engineering Economics and began systematic studies of Project Engineering and Cost Estimation in connection with
chemical plants. He also started a course on technical chemical processes in 1966. Properties, production procedures,
plant equipment, and also the uses of technically interesting products are the central features of Chemical Technology.
The information is to be found in the large encyclopedias of Technical Chemistry. On the other hand, Chemical
Engineering Economics deals with all the economic conditions of usage of the raw materials, possibilities of utilizing coproducts, and the integration of these products into definite production programmes, from the stand point of the chemical
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and technical fundamentals of the processes. Further important viewpoints are the costs of the products, taking into
consideration important and variable influences on these costs, the situation and development of the market for the
products and, of increasing significance, also the ecological global conditions for procuring raw materials and the
production and marketing of the particular products.
Fundamentals of Engineering Economic AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons
Renewable Energy Systems and Desalination is a component of Encyclopedia of Water Sciences, Engineering and
Technology Resources in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium
of twenty one Encyclopedias. The two volumes present state-of-the art subject matter of various aspects of Renewable
Energy Systems and Desalination such as: A Short Historical Review Of Renewable Energy; Renewable Energy
Resources; Desalination With Renewable Energy - A Review; Renewable Energy And Desalination Systems; Why Use
Renewable Energy For Desalination; Thermal Energy Storage; Electrical Energy Storage; Tidal Energy; Desalination
Using Tidal Energy; Wave Energy; Availability Of Wind Energy And Its Estimation; The Use Of Geothermal Energy In
Desalination; Solar Radiation Energy (Fundamentals); High Temperature Solar Concentrators; Medium Temperature
Solar Concentrators (Parabolic-Troughs Collectors); Low Temperature Solar Collectors; Solar Photovoltaic Energy
Conversion; Photovoltaics; Flat-Plate Collectors; Large Active Solar Systems: Load; Integration Of Solar Pond With
Water Desalination; Large Active Solar Systems: Typical Economic Analysis; Evacuated Tube Collectors; Parabolic
Trough Collectors; Central Receivers; Configuration, Theoretical Analysis And Performance Of Simple Solar Stills;
Development In Simple Solar Stills; Multi-Effect Solar Stills; Materials For Construction Of Solar Stills; Reverse Osmosis
By Solar Energy; Solar Distillation; Solar Photochemistry; Photochemical Conversion Of Solar Energy; Availability Of
Solar Radiation And Its Estimation; Economics Of Small Solar-Assisted Multipleeffect Seawater Distillation Plants; A
Solar-Assisted Sea Water Multiple Effect Distillation Plant 15 Years Of Operating Performance (1985-1999);Mathematical
Simulation Of A Solar Desalination Plant; Mathematical Models Of Solar Energy Conversion Systems; Multiple Effect
Distillation Of Seawater Using Solar Energy – The Case Of Abu Dhabi Solar Desalination Plant; Solar Irradiation
Fundamentals; Water Desalination By Humidification And Dehumidification Of Air, Seawater Greenhouse Process.
These volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College Students Educators,
Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy and Decision Makers
For all engineers and practitioners, it is essential to have a fundamental understanding of cost structure, estimating cash flows, and
evaluating alternative projects and designs on an economic basis. Engineering Economics for Aviation and Aerospace provides the tools and
techniques necessary for engineers to economically evaluate their projects and choices. The focus of this book is on a comprehensive
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understanding of the theory and practical applications of engineering economics. It explains and demonstrates the principles and techniques
of engineering economics and financial analysis as applied to the aviation and aerospace industries. Time value of money, interest factors,
and spreadsheet functions are used to evaluate the cash flows associated with a single project or multiple projects. The alternative
engineering economics tools and techniques are utilized in separate chapters to evaluate the attractiveness of a single project or to select the
best of multiple alternatives. Most of the engineering economics and financial mathematics books available in the market take either a pure
theoretical approach or offer limited applications. This book incorporates both approaches, providing students of aviation and industrial
economics, as well as practitioners, with the necessary mathematical knowledge to evaluate alternatives on an economic basis.
The engineer's ready reference for mechanical power and heat Mechanical Engineer's Handbook provides the mostcomprehensive coverage
of the entire discipline, with a focus onexplanation and analysis. Packaged as a modular approach, thesebooks are designed to be used
either individually or as a set,providing engineers with a thorough, detailed, ready reference ontopics that may fall outside their scope of
expertise. Each bookprovides discussion and examples as opposed to straight data andcalculations, giving readers the immediate
background they needwhile pointing them toward more in-depth information as necessary.Volume 4: Energy and Power covers the essentials
of fluids,thermodynamics, entropy, and heat, with chapters dedicated toindividual applications such as air heating, cryogenic
engineering,indoor environmental control, and more. Readers will find detailedguidance toward fuel sources and their technologies, as well as
ageneral overview of the mechanics of combustion. No single engineer can be a specialist in all areas that theyare called on to work in the
diverse industries and job functionsthey occupy. This book gives them a resource for finding theinformation they need, with a focus on topics
related to theproductions, transmission, and use of mechanical power andheat. Understand the nature of energy and its proper measurement
andanalysis Learn how the mechanics of energy apply to furnaces,refrigeration, thermal systems, and more Examine the and pros and cons
of petroleum, coal, biofuel,solar, wind, and geothermal power Review the mechanical parts that generate, transmit, and storedifferent types of
power, and the applicable guidelines Engineers must frequently refer to data tables, standards, andother list-type references, but this book is
different; instead ofjust providing the answer, it explains why the answer is what itis. Engineers will appreciate this approach, and come to
findVolume 4: Energy and Power an invaluable reference.
The authors cover two general topics: basic engineering economics and risk analysis in this text. Within the topic of engineering economics
are discussions on the time value of money and interest relationships. These interest relationships are used to define certain project criteria
that are used by engineers and project managers to select the best economic choice among several alternatives. Projects examined will
include both income- and service-producing investments. The effects of escalation, inflation, and taxes on the economic analysis of
alternatives are discussed. Risk analysis incorporates the concepts of probability and statistics in the evaluation of alternatives. This allows
management to determine the probability of success or failure of the project. Two types of sensitivity analyses are presented. The first is
referred to as the range approach while the second uses probabilistic concepts to determine a measure of the risk involved. The authors have
designed the text to assist individuals to prepare to successfully complete the economics portions of the Fundamentals of Engineering Exam.
Table of Contents: Introduction / Interest and the Time Value of Money / Project Evaluation Methods / Service Producing Investments /
Income Producing Investments / Determination of Project Cash Flow / Financial Leverage / Basic Statistics and Probability / Sensitivity
Analysis
Construction Project Management deals with different facets of construction management emphasizing the basic concepts that any
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engineering student is supposed to know. The major principles of project management have been derived through real life case studies from
the field. Simplified examples have been used to facilitate better understanding of the concepts before going into the large and complex
problems. The book features computer applications (Primavera and MS Project) used to explain planning, scheduling, resource leveling,
monitoring and reporting; it is highly illustrated with line dia.
This book provides an introduction to the scientific fundamentals of groundwater and geothermal systems. In a simple and didactic manner
the different water and energy problems existing in deformable porous rocks are explained as well as the corresponding theories and the
mathematical and numerical tools that lead to modeling and solving them. This approach provides the reader with a thorough understanding
of the basic physical laws of thermoporoelastic rocks, the partial differential equations representing these laws and the principal numerical
methods, which allow finding approximate solutions of the corresponding mathematical models. The book also presents the form in which
specific useful models can be generated and solved. The text is introductory in the sense that it explains basic themes of the systems
mentioned in three areas: engineering, physics and mathematics. All the laws and equations introduced in this book are formulated carefully
based on fundamental physical principles. This way, the reader will understand the key importance of mathematics applied to all the subjects.
Simple models are emphasized and solved with numerous examples. For more sophisticated and advanced models the numerical techniques
are described and developed carefully. This book will serve as a synoptic compendium of the fundamentals of fluid, solute and heat transport,
applicable to all types of subsurface systems, ranging from shallow aquifers down to deep geothermal reservoirs. The book will prove to be a
useful textbook to senior undergraduate and graduate students, postgraduates, professional geologists and geophysicists, engineers,
mathematicians and others working in the vital areas of groundwater and geothermal resources.
Four detailed review chapters by different authors cover low-head hydropower utilization, intake design for ice conditions, the interface
between estuaries and seas, and polders.
???????????????
This package includes a copy of ISBN 9781118414705 and a registration code for the WileyPLUS course associated with the text. Before you
purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that your instructor requires WileyPLUS. For customer technical
support, please visit http://www.wileyplus.com/support. WileyPLUS registration cards are only included with new products. Used and rental
products may not include WileyPLUS registration cards. Fundamentals of Engineering Economic Analysis, 1st edition provides streamlined
topical coverage with a modern and pedagogically-rich presentation. This text features a wealth of real-world vignettes to reinforce how
students will use economics in their future careers as well as to drive student motivation and interest. An enlightening approach combined
with strong digital offerings make the course manageable, equipping students with the knowledge they need as future engineers.
This test prep book includes two full-length practice tests with explanations for every answer. Detailed review chapters provide sample
problems and solutions, as well as an overview of the test subjects. Designed to assess students' knowledge of engineering subjects ranging
from chemistry to thermodynamics. A thorough preparation for students taking the FE: PM General exam.
345 Solved Seismic Design Problems is for your customers who want extra practice for the tough seismic section of the California civil PE
exam. Every exam subject is represented, and the problems are written in the same format and with the same level of difficulty as the actual
test. Detailed solutions are provided. This book also is a useful source of information for architects preparing for the Architect Registration
Exam (ARE). This edition references the 1994 Uniform Building Code, the version currently tested on the exam.
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Fundamentals of Engineering Economic Analysis offers a powerful, visually-rich approach to the subject—delivering
streamlined yet rigorous coverage of the use of economic analysis techniques in engineering design. This award-winning
textbook provides an impressive array of pedagogical tools to maximize student engagement and comprehension,
including learning objectives, key term definitions, comprehensive case studies, classroom discussion questions, and
challenging practice problems. Clear, topically—organized chapters guide students from fundamental concepts of
borrowing, lending, investing, and time value of money, to more complex topics such as capitalized and future worth,
external rate of return, deprecation, and after-tax economic analysis. This fully-updated second edition features
substantial new and revised content that has been thoroughly re-designed to support different learning and teaching
styles. Numerous real-world vignettes demonstrate how students will use economics as practicing engineers, while
plentiful illustrations, such as cash flow diagrams, reinforce student understanding of underlying concepts. Extensive
digital resources now provide an immersive interactive learning environment, enabling students to use integrated tools
such as Excel. The addition of the WileyPLUS platform provides tutorials, videos, animations, a complete library of Excel
video lessons, and much more.
"We are pleased to present Fundamentals of Engineering Eco- nomic Analysis 2nd edition, a fully up to date text to serve
an undergraduate engineering economics course. Building upon the successful award-winning first edition, the new text
continues to offer a streamlined delivery of engineering econ fundamentals. In its first edition, the text was carefully optimized to serve a 1- semester, 1-3 credit-hour course without sacrificing rigor or essential content. The core content and
approach of Fundamentals of Engineering Economic Anal- ysis are built on the strong foundation of Principles of Engineering Economic Analysis, now in its sixth edition, by John A. White, Kenneth E. Case, and David B. Pratt. As such, the
content has been thoroughly and successfully class-tested, and reflects decades' worth of accuracy checking"-Purposeful Engineering Economics stands as a unique and highly original complement to the traditional engineering
economics curriculum. This primarily narrative text conveys the essence of an "Austrian" economic perspective on cash
flow analysis and decision making in engineering without extensive tables and graphs and requires very little
mathematics. The book’s objective is to add a new perspective to the usual study of cash flow analysis and solely
econometric engineering decision making. The author draws on the methodology of the Austrian Economists—a school of
economic thought that bases its study of economic phenomena on the interpretation and analysis of the purposeful
actions of individuals. The book includes an array of illustrative case studies examined in detail by the author and
emphasizes the importance of market processes and price signals to coordinate engineering plans.
This book presents the proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018), held
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on August 26-30, 2018, in Florence, Italy. By highlighting the latest theories and models, as well as cutting-edge
technologies and applications, and by combining findings from a range of disciplines including engineering, design,
robotics, healthcare, management, computer science, human biology and behavioral science, it provides researchers
and practitioners alike with a comprehensive, timely guide on human factors and ergonomics. It also offers an excellent
source of innovative ideas to stimulate future discussions and developments aimed at applying knowledge and
techniques to optimize system performance, while at the same time promoting the health, safety and wellbeing of
individuals. The proceedings include papers from researchers and practitioners, scientists and physicians, institutional
leaders, managers and policy makers that contribute to constructing the Human Factors and Ergonomics approach
across a variety of methodologies, domains and productive sectors. This volume includes papers addressing the
following topics: Ergonomics in Design, Activity Theories for Work Analysis and Design, and Affective Design.
Salient Features of the Book: Simple and lucid language Sequential arrangement of topics Review question after each
chapter Interest calculation table Straight answers to 101 nagging questions
This work examines the most important techniques for analyzing the profitability of capital investments. It discusses time value mechanics
and financial concepts, including discounted cash flow, return on investment, incremental analysis, cash flow tables, income taxes,
depreciation, cost of capital and risk analysis. It provides a broad introduction to project evaluation and data needs.;This book is intended for:
cost, project, design, mechanical, chemical, industrial,electronic,electrical and construction engineers; project and budget managers; cost
estimators and controllers; planners and schedulers; and upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in these disciplines.
This professional reference provides mathematical models and formulas you need to make investment decisions and manage cash flow. It is
an excellent resource for understanding economic issues that appear frequently in FE and PE exam problems. Topics Covered The Meaning
of Present Worth Income Tax Considerations Simple and Compound Interest Accounting Cost and Expense Terms Extracting the Rate of
Return Ranking Mutually Exclusive Projects Consumer Loans Capitalization Costs versus Expenses Forecasting Depreciation Methods
_____________________________ Since 1975 more than 2 million people preparing for their engineering, surveying, architecture, LEED,
interior design, and landscape architecture exams have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For more information, visit us at
www.ppi2pass.com.
This pioneering text provides a holistic approach to decisionmaking in transportation project development and programming, whichcan help
transportation professionals to optimize their investmentchoices. The authors present a proven set of methodologies forevaluating
transportation projects that ensures that all costs andimpacts are taken into consideration. The text's logical organization gets readers started
with asolid foundation in basic principles and then progressively buildson that foundation. Topics covered include: Developing performance
measures for evaluation, estimatingtravel demand, and costing transportation projects Performing an economic efficiency evaluation that
accounts forsuch factors as travel time, safety, and vehicle operatingcosts Evaluating a project's impact on economic development and
landuse as well as its impact on society and culture Assessing a project's environmental impact, including airquality, noise, ecology, water
resources, and aesthetics Evaluating alternative projects on the basis of multipleperformance criteria Programming transportation
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investments so that resources can beoptimally allocated to meet facility-specific and system-widegoals Each chapter begins with basic
definitions and concepts followedby a methodology for impact assessment. Relevant legislation isdiscussed and available software for
performing evaluations ispresented. At the end of each chapter, readers are providedresources for detailed investigation of particular topics.
Theseinclude Internet sites and publications of international anddomestic agencies and research institutions. The authors alsoprovide a
companion Web site that offers updates, data foranalysis, and case histories of project evaluation and decisionmaking. Given that billions of
dollars are spent each year ontransportation systems in the United States alone, and that thereis a need for thorough and rational evaluation
and decision makingfor cost-effective system preservation and improvement, this textshould be on the desks of all transportation planners,
engineers,and educators. With exercises in every chapter, this text is anideal coursebook for the subject of transportation systems
analysisand evaluation.
For Engineering Economics courses, found in departments of Industrial, Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering. New from the author of
the best-selling Contemporary Engineering Economics text, Fundamentals of Engineering Economics offers a concise, but in-depth coverage
of all fundamental topics of Engineering Economics.
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